
Maximise staff productivity and  
reduce client wait times with  

Harrison Scheduler



Rostering in a fraction  
of the time

Ensuring your staff operate at 
maximum efficiency to meet the needs 
of your clients is crucial for any health 
care business. Take into account 
staff preferences and availability so 
everyone is happy.

But many people operate systems that 
require extensive manual checking, 
leading to errors or oversights that cost 
their business dearly.

With Harrison Scheduler you 
can instantaneously see every 
appointment, location and staff 
member, allowing you to identify 
inefficiencies and gaps so you 
can improve your operations to 
deliver the best possible care.

With built-in conflict checking, 
scope for staff to identify their 
own availability and internal 
rules to ensure bookings 
are made in keeping with 
complex business and funding 
guidelines, Harrison Scheduler 
is the key to staying at the top 
of your game.

See all schedules  
at a glance

Streamline  
business practices
The pressure on health care 
businesses to improve their 
business practices has never been 
greater.

With Harrison Scheduler you can 
identify gaps and over-staffing, 
track staff resources and identify 
opportunities for growth to make 
your business more effective and 
efficient.

Reduce booking 
wait times
Nobody likes to wait, especially 
if a delay causes unnecessary 
discomfort. 

With Harrison Scheduler, you 
can easily find first available 
appointments, eliminate time 
consuming manual cross-checking, 
and book in advance across 
multiple services. Also receive 
automatic notifications of double 
bookings or conflicts.

Rostering in a 
fraction of the time
With Harrison Scheduler you can 
spend minutes instead of hours 
creating rosters that take into 
account staff preferences and 
availability.

View staff and appointments across all locations to ensure clients 
receive the care they need as soon as they need it.



Rostering in a fraction 
of the time

Comply with complex 
funding models
Are you staying on top of all 
your funding requirements and 
receiving every cent you are 
entitled to? 

With Harrison Scheduler you can 
gather all the information you need 
for submissions in real-time to ensure 
you stay within required limits.

Manage multiple 
locations and large 
teams
Though Harrison Scheduler 
works exceptionally well for small 
businesses, the more complex 
your service, the more drastic 
the improvements you will find in 
your resource management and 
operations. No matter which site 
you view from, the information 
is right at your fingertips so you 
always feel like you are part of the 
one team.

View bookings any 
way you need
Having a clear picture of each 
client and staff member’s overall 
bookings is an essential component 
of effective client care. 

With Harrison Scheduler you 
can view every appointment and 
location from both the client and 
staff perspective. You can also 
create your own groups based on 
location and skill sets.

Features checklist 

 9 Single view for staff across services

 9 Find first available appointment times  
across single or multiple locations

 9 Centralised staff and resource management

 9 Manage co-payments  
and multiple funding models

 9 Easy view of complete worker schedules 

 9 Create staff rosters in a fraction of the time

 9 Referrals, enquiries, wait-listing  
and service planning

 9 Intuitive user-friendly  
graphic diary

 9 Software scales seamlessly  
as you grow

 9 Online solution to save  
time and reduce paper

 9 Electronic task and  
multiple diary management

 9 One stop access to information

 9 Deliver more efficient service
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Why HMS?

For over twenty years our market-
leading software has been solving 
the real-world problems of health care 
businesses from major metropolitan 
health care networks, regional health 
care services to community transport 
providers and many more.

We analyse your current clinical 
practices and desired outcomes before 
suggesting the best package to suit 
your needs. We can then migrate 
your current data, train staff and 
provide ongoing support to answer 
any questions you have or deal with 
technical issues.

No matter if you are a community 
service provider or a large-scale, multi-
site provider, we can tailor our system 
to fit.

Contact us to see 
how HMS software  
can work for you.


